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Abstract 
 

This report presents a study into the optimization of the interaction between a 

photovoltaic system, an electric vehicle and a battery pack that are emplaced in a 
grid-connected family household. A Home Energy Management System is built in a 

MATLAB environment with the aim of minimizing the total energy cost, by minimizing 
the energy consumption from the grid, especially at peak hours, while satisfying the 

dwelling energy demand and the electric vehicle energy requirements. The designed 

algorithm is also used to determine the optimal parameters of the home battery 
energy system. Different scenarios with a variable range of values for some of the 

system parameters (photovoltaic array size, battery energy price, time horizon and 
electric vehicle mode) have been considered in order to evaluate the effect on the 

final results.  
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Glossary 
 

BESS: Battery Energy Storage System 

CP: Convex Programming 

H2V: Home to Vehicle 

HEMS: Home Energy Management System 

PEV: Plug-in Electric Vehicle 

PV: Photovoltaic 

V2H: Vehicle to Home 
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1.  Introduction 

 

In order to meet the European Union climate and energy targets [1], the deployment of non-

pollutant vehicles (electric vehicles) and renewable energies has increased significantly in the 

last years. [2] states that “the introduction of large numbers of electric vehicles brings with it 

the problem of producing and distributing the electricity that they will demand” and that 

“increasing electricity demand at the wrong times will increase the economic and 

environmental costs of electricity generation”. However, bidirectional charging technology 

allows turning the Electric Vehicle (EV) into a resource. 

Recent researches show that the synergy of photovoltaic (PV) generation and electric mobility 

could decrease the pressure on power grids and, as [3] suggests, “it could empower one 

technology with the others specificities”. That means that electric vehicles could be charged 

by photovoltaic energy, reducing the cost and avoiding pollutant emissions. Energy systems 

including photovoltaic power, such as a household environment, could see a boost of its self-

consumption thanks to the bidirectional feature of electric vehicles battery. [3] states that, “as 

these synergies operate, these technologies economic spillovers may improve, stimulating 

their joint deployment”. 

Vehicle to Home (V2H) concept refers to the aforementioned bidirectional charging capability 

of electric vehicles, when used in a household. In this context, the demand profile, seen from 

the side of grid supplier, is smoothed by satisfying the peak demands through the discharging 

of the EV battery. The smoother demand profile represents a benefit not only to the grid 

supplier, as the load is more manageable, but also to the user, since the electrical bill could 

be significantly reduced. When combined with a photovoltaic generation system, the EV 

battery can also store the excess generation, which can be used when needed. This would 

represent a solution to the unpredictability of the renewable generation. 

This paper focuses on building a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) that aims to 

minimize the total energy cost. In this case study, a battery system is also used to smooth the 

demand profile, apart from the electric vehicle battery. Further research on this topic should 

to be conducted in order to increase the popularity of this type of systems, contributing to a 

more efficient and cost-effective electricity generation. Another advantageous point of these 

systems, which promote the use of distributed generation, is the fact that the generation is 

close to the demand, which reduces transmission costs to the minimum. 
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2.  State of the Art 

 

Many scientific papers can be found in the literature in the field of “Vehicle to Home” concept, 

where electric vehicles not only act as a load but also provide energy to the home when 

needed in order to reduce the consumption from the grid. However, it is hard to find articles 

where the system under study includes a renewable source and/or a battery energy storage 

system, especially for a household environment. 

Paper [2] is close to the main objective of this thesis, with small differences, like the lack of a 

PV system. Its main objective is to study the feasibility of vehicle-to-home technology. The 

model outputs are graphs of the battery state of charge, appliance power demand, total 

household (or grid) power demand, car charger power drawn, appliance power drawn directly 

from the grid and appliance power drawn from vehicle, all versus time. This has been inspiring 

for the results definition and presentation in this thesis. 

The authors in [4] develop an algorithm to manage the load in the residential sector, shifting 

the non-critical loads from peak demand periods to off-peak periods, while assuring the 

consumer comfort levels. The main objectives are to minimize the total cost and minimize the 

peak load, both for Home to Vehicle (H2V) or Vehicle to Home (V2H) capabilities. Comparing 

the results for each of these capabilities is one of the tasks carried out in this thesis. 

The paper [5] aligns well with the objective of this thesis and the system under study is 

composed of the same elements. This system is based in a single-family home and is formed 

by a photovoltaic array, an electric vehicle and a battery system. In this case, the objective of 

the designed algorithm is to minimize the total energy cost and to optimally define the home 

battery energy storage system parameters. Since the aforementioned paper and this thesis 

share a common objective, the mathematical formulation can be taken from this model. The 

paper will be used as a reference and some results will be compared. 
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3.  Methodology 

 
3.1. Definition and modelling of the system 

 

The system under study consists of a family household that includes PV modules on the roof, 

a plug-in electric vehicle (PEV), a home battery energy storage system (BESS) and a 

connection to the main electrical grid. The designed HEMS interrelates all the aforementioned 

components and manages the different power flows with the aim of minimizing the total energy 

cost. A diagram of the described system is showed in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Schematics of the system under study. The arrows represent the power flow direction. 

 

The nomenclature used in the model of this project is presented in Table 1 in order to ease 

the identification and understanding of the different variables. 

Table 1. Nomenclature 

Variable Definition 
𝑪𝒃 Home battery price (€/kWh) 

𝑪𝒄 Charger price (€/kW) 

𝒄𝒆,𝒌 Electricity price (€/kWh) 

𝑪𝒏𝒚 n-year total electricity cost (€) 

𝑬𝒆𝒗,𝒌 Energy of EV battery (kWh) 

𝑬𝒆𝒗,𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕 Initial EV battery energy (kWh) 

𝑬𝒆𝒗
𝒑𝒍𝒖𝒈−𝒐𝒖𝒕

 Energy of EV when plugging-out (kWh) 

𝑬𝒆𝒗
𝒑𝒍𝒖𝒈−𝒊𝒏

 Energy of EV when plugging-in (kWh) 

𝑬𝒅𝒓 Consumed energy for driving in a day (kWh) 

𝑬𝒃,𝒌 Energy of home battery (kWh) 

𝑬𝒃,𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕 Initial home battery energy (kWh) 

𝒌 Time index 

𝑵 Final time step of one year 
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𝒏 Time horizon of optimization (year) 

𝑷𝒈𝒓𝒊𝒅,𝒌 Electric power from the grid (kW) 

𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒎,𝒌 Electric load demand of the house (kW) 

𝑷𝒃,𝒌 Electric power of home battery (kW) 

𝑷𝒆𝒗𝒄,𝒌 Electric power of EV battery (kW) 

𝑷𝒑𝒗,𝒌 Power supply of PV arrays (kW) 

𝑷𝒈𝒓𝒊𝒅
𝒎𝒂𝒙  Maximal power from the grid (kW) 

𝑷𝒆𝒗𝒄
𝒎𝒂𝒙 EV battery’s maximal power (kW) 

𝑷𝒃
𝒎𝒂𝒙 Home battery’s maximal power (kW) 

𝑸𝒆𝒗,𝒄𝒂𝒑 Energy capacity of the EV battery (kWh) 

𝑸𝒃,𝒄𝒂𝒑 Energy capacity of the home battery (kWh) 

𝑺𝒌 EV state at time 𝒌 

𝒕𝒅 Plugging-out time 

𝒕𝒂 Plugging-in time 

𝑺𝑶𝑪𝒆𝒗
𝒎𝒊𝒏 EV battery’s minimal SOC 

𝑺𝑶𝑪𝒆𝒗
𝒎𝒂𝒙 EV battery’s maximal SOC 

𝑺𝑶𝑪𝒃
𝒎𝒊𝒏 Home battery’s minimal SOC 

𝑺𝑶𝑪𝒃
𝒎𝒂𝒙 Home battery’s maximal SOC 

∆𝒕 Time step (h) 

𝜼𝒆𝒗𝒄 Lost efficiency of EV battery 

𝜼𝒃 Lost efficiency of home battery 

 

The set of equations, which is the same as in [5], corresponding to the mathematical model 

that defines the analysed system is presented in the following lines. 

Equation (1) represents the power balance of the system. Restriction of Equation (2) denotes 

that no power can be injected into the grid. Equation (3) determines the state of the electric 

vehicle (EV) according to the specified plugging-out and plugging-in times. 

 

𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑,𝑘 = 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑚,𝑘 + 𝑃𝑏,𝑘 + 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘 · 𝑆𝑘 − 𝑃𝑝𝑣,𝑘,    𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1     (1) 

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑,𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (2) 

𝑆𝑘 =  {
0   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑑 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑡𝑎

1   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (3) 

 

Equations from (4) to (9) define the charging of the EV and the limits of its energy and 

power. 

𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑘+1 = 𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑘  + ∆𝑡 · (𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘 −𝜂𝑒𝑣𝑐 · |𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘|), 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1     (4) 

𝐸𝑒𝑣,0 = 𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 (5) 

𝐸𝑒𝑣
𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑔−𝑜𝑢𝑡

= 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑄𝑒𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑝 (6) 

𝐸𝑒𝑣
𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑔−𝑖𝑛

= 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑄𝑒𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑝 −  𝐸𝑑𝑟         (7) 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑖𝑛 · 𝑄𝑒𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑝 ≤ 𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑘 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣

𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑄𝑒𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑝, 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 (8) 
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−𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 (9) 

Equations from (10) to (13) define the charging of the home battery and the limits of its 

energy and power. 

𝐸𝑏,𝑘+1 = 𝐸𝑏,𝑘 + ∆𝑡 · (𝑃𝑏,𝑘  −𝜂𝑏 · |𝑃𝑏,𝑘|), 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1     (10) 

𝐸𝑏,0 = 𝐸𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 (11) 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑏
𝑚𝑖𝑛 · 𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝 ≤ 𝐸𝑏,𝑘 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑏

𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝, 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 (12) 

−𝑃𝑏
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑏,𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑏

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 (13) 

 

3.2. Optimization problem formulation 

 

Convex Programming (CP) is used to solve the desired optimization problem, where the total 

energy cost is minimized. The algorithm also determines the optimal values for two parameters 

of the home battery: its capacity (𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝) and maximum power (𝑃𝑏
𝑚𝑎𝑥). CVX tool is implemented 

in MATLAB to solve the problem. 

Knowing that the general formulation of a CP problem is 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝐹(𝑥) 
s.t.  𝑓𝑖(𝑥) ≤ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝, 

𝑔𝑖(𝑥) = 0, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑞 
𝑥 ∈ 𝑍 

 
the objective function is defined as: 
 

𝐹 = 𝐶𝑛𝑦  + 𝐶𝑏 · 𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝  + 𝐶𝑐 · 𝑃𝑏
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (14) 

The total electricity cost is assumed to be the same for every year. So: 
 

𝐶𝑛𝑦 = 𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑒,𝑘 · 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑,𝑘

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

  
(15) 

 
The constraints are defined by Equations from (1) to (2) and Equations from (4) to (13). 
Equations (4) and (10) are absolute equality constraints, which are not affine, leading to a not-
convex problem. Converting these equations into inequalities, as shown below these lines, 
results in a convex problem that can be solved with the CVX optimization tool. 
 
 

𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑘+1 ≤ 𝐸𝑒𝑣,𝑘 + ∆𝑡 · (𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘 −𝜂𝑒𝑣𝑐 · |𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐,𝑘|), 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1     (16) 

 

𝐸𝑏,𝑘+1 ≤ 𝐸𝑏,𝑘  + ∆𝑡 · (𝑃𝑏,𝑘  −𝜂𝑏 · |𝑃𝑏,𝑘|), 𝑘 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 (17) 
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3.3. Input data 
 

Solar radiation hourly data is extracted from [6] for the location of Vienna, Austria. PV 

generation is then calculated according to the following formula: 

 
𝑃𝑝𝑣 = 𝐺 · 𝐴 · 𝜂 (18) 

  
where 

𝑃𝑝𝑣: PV generation (W) 

 𝐺: Solar irradiance (W/m2) 

𝐴: Total area of the PV array (m2) 
𝜂: Efficiency of the PV module 

 
The hourly home load data is obtained from an open-access database [7]. EV rate plans from 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) have been considered to set the electricity price 
[8]. 
 
Some key parameters need to be defined before running the simulation. These parameters 
are presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Key parameters 

Description Symbol Value Units 

Step time ∆𝑡 1 hours 

Maximum EV/BEES SOC 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑏

𝑚𝑎𝑥 0.9 - 

Minimum EV /BEES SOC 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑏

𝑚𝑖𝑛 0.2 - 

EV plugging-out time (workday) 𝑡𝑑 7:00 - 

EV plugging-in time (workday) 𝑡𝑎 18:00 - 

EV plugging-out time (weekend) 𝑡𝑑 12:00 - 

EV plugging-in time (weekend) 𝑡𝑎 14:00 - 

Lost efficiency1 𝜂𝑒𝑣𝑐/𝜂𝑏 0.1 - 

Maximum power from the grid 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑥 3 kW 

Battery energy price 𝐶𝑏 100 €/kWh 

Battery charger price 𝐶𝑐 1000 €/kW 

EV battery capacity 𝑄𝑒𝑣,𝑐𝑎𝑝 24 kWh 

EV charger power 𝑃𝑒𝑣𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 3.6 kW 

 
1 The term “lost efficiency” represents the losses due to the charging/discharging of the EV and the 
home battery. 
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Percentage of EV battery capacity consumed for driving2 𝐸𝑑𝑟  0.5 - 

 
In Figure 2, it is observed that the highest electricity prices are found at peak demand periods. 
From that, it can be concluded that the designed algorithm will minimize the consumption from 
the grid at peak periods. Also, it is observed that most of the PV production occurs when the 
EV is not at home; this fact suggests that a home battery system needs to be used to store 
that energy for further use. 
 
It is worth mentioning that the developed code considers different types of day: workday, 
weekend and holiday. The type of day determines the plugging-in and plugging-out times, as 
well as the home load profile, which has a base value of 300 W during the whole holidays 
period. 

 
Figure 2. Representation of input data for an arbitrary day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
2 A reasonable value of 50% of the EV battery capacity is chosen for this variable. However, an 
analysis of the variation of this variable is studied in Section 4.5. 
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4.  Results 

 
4.1. Base scenario 

 

In this section, the results from the first simulation are presented. This scenario uses the 

values presented in Table 2 for the different parameters. 

Figure 3 shows the power profile and the evolution of the state of charge of the EV and the 

home battery for a sample of two days. 

 

Figure 3. Power profile and SOC for a sample of two days. Base scenario. 

 

For a simulation of one year of hourly data, the results are exposed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Results. Base scenario 

Description Symbol Value Units 

BESS energy capacity 𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝 11.87 kWh 

BESS maximum power 𝑃𝑏
𝑚𝑎𝑥  1.81 kW 

Total energy cost 𝐹 5 230 € 

Electricity cost 𝐶𝑛𝑦 2 235 € 

BESS energy cost 𝐶𝑏 · 𝑄𝑏,𝑐𝑎𝑝  1 187 € 

BESS power cost 𝐶𝑐 · 𝑃𝑏
𝑚𝑎𝑥 1 810 € 
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4.2. Scenario 1. Variation of PV array size 

 

This section introduces a variable size of the PV array and analyses its effect on the final 

results. Furthermore, different time horizons are considered from this scenario on for the 

optimization problem. 

 

Figure 4. Home battery parameters and Total energy cost. Scenario 1. 

 

From the graph in Figure 4, it can be concluded that the optimal value for the home battery 

energy capacity is the same for all PV array sizes in the case of short time horizons. For larger 

time horizons, at which the total electricity cost (from the grid) is higher, the algorithm 

determines that a greater energy capacity for the home battery is more economically feasible. 

Also, as the PV array size increases, so does the battery energy capacity, since more energy 

coming from the PV modules needs to be stored. 

The maximum power is slightly affected by the time horizons. Great differences can be noticed 

depending on the PV array size though. 

Regarding the total energy cost, it is noticeable that a greater size of the PV array implies a 

higher cost for short time horizons. The reason is that energy capacity is the same for all PV 

sizes for small values of time horizon and the maximum power is the term that affects most 
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the total energy cost, resulting in a higher energy cost as PV array size increases. For larger 

time horizons, more battery capacity is installed so that PV production is maximised and 

electricity cost is reduced, which leads to a lower total energy cost as PV array size increases. 

 

4.3. Scenario 2. Variation of home battery energy price 

 

This section introduces a variable energy cost for the home battery and analyses its effect on 

the final results. 

 

Figure 5. Home battery parameters and Total energy cost. Scenario 2. 

 

Figure 5 shows that a higher energy price for the home battery results in a lower capacity 

value, as the total energy cost is minimized.  

The maximum power value is not affected by the energy cost and its constant value is 1.81 

kW. 

The total energy cost increases as the battery energy cost increases. This relation is 

maintained the same for all time horizons. For the case where no batteries are considered, 

the total energy cost increases progressively with the time horizon, resulting in a higher value 

than most of the cases with battery for large time horizons. This can be observed with more 

clarity in Figure 6. The reason lies on the fact that more electricity needs to be purchased from 
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the grid in the case of no batteries in order to satisfy all the demand. For large time horizons, 

where the total electricity cost is higher, it is more economically feasible to install a battery 

pack.  

Figure 6. Total energy cost. Scenario 2. 

 

It is interesting to compare these results with those obtained in the reference paper, which are 

presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Results obtained in the reference paper for different battery energy costs [5]. 

 

A comparison of the results between this project and the reference paper shows that both the 

battery energy capacity and the total energy cost have the same dependently behaviour on 

the battery energy cost and on the time horizon. Of course, the small differences of the values 

are due to the different input data. 

As the reference paper states, it is important to remark that the battery maximum power 

remains the same regardless of the battery energy price or the time horizon. This fact is 

caused by the constraint imposed with Equation (2), which prevents the power injection into 

the grid. 
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4.4. Scenario 3. Comparison 

 

This section combines some of the scenarios that have been presented in previous sections. 

For instance, Table 4 summarizes the most important results for the base scenario, but 

considering different time horizons. A distinction is also made between the case with home 

battery and the case without it. 

Table 4. Results comparing cases with and without BESS. Scenario 3. 

n (year) Qb,cap (kWh) Fe (€) F (€) FnoB (€) Fdiff (€) 

1 11.87 2 235 5 231 2 696 2 535 
2 11.87 2 235 7 465 5 391 2 074 

3 11.87 2 235 9 700 8 087 1 613 

4 13.30 2 196 11 925 10 783 1 142 

5 15.18 2 155 14 103 13 478 625 
6 17.13 2 119 16 239 16 174 65 

7 18.10 2 105 18 352 18 870 -518 

8 18.37 2 101 20 454 21 566 -1 111 

9 18.50 2 100 22 555 24 261 -1 707 
10 18.59 2 099 24 654 26 957 -2 303 

 

For this scenario, values from Table 2 have been used for the different parameters, including 

the battery energy and power costs. The different columns from Table 4 present the values 

for the time horizon, the battery energy capacity, the electricity cost for one year (case with 

battery), the total energy cost (case with battery), the energy cost for the case without battery 

and the difference between the energy costs of the cases with and without home battery. 

The data reflects that the total energy cost is higher in the case with home battery for the 

shortest time horizons. From time horizons greater than 6 years, having a home battery leads 

to some cost savings, which are higher as the considered time horizon increases. Also, if the 

battery energy cost was lower, the savings would occur for time horizons shorter than 6 years. 

Assuming a battery lifespan of 10 years [9], the optimal battery energy capacity is 18.6 kWh, 

with a cost of 3 664 €. Comparing the electricity cost in one year for the case with home battery 

(2 099 €) and the same cost for the case without battery (2 696 €), savings of 22% are 

observed. 

It is worth mentioning that a bidirectional power flow is considered for the EV, i.e. the vehicle 

is provided power by the house to be charged (“Home to Vehicle”) and also provides power to 

the house to satisfy the demand (“Vehicle to Home”). In the following lines, the case study of 

a unidirectional flow for the EV power is introduced and its results are compared to those 

already obtained previously. The results are presented in Table 5 for a time horizon of 6 years. 

Table 6 presents the results for a time horizon of 8 years. 

 

Table 5. Results comparing V2H and H2V (h = 6). Scenario 3. 

h = 6 With home battery Without home battery 

 V2H H2V V2H H2V 

𝑸𝒃,𝒄𝒂𝒑 (kWh) 17.13 18.52 - - 

𝑷𝒃
𝒎𝒂𝒙 (kW) 1.81 1.81 - - 

Total energy cost (€) 16 239 16 389 16 174 18 459 
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Table 6. Results comparing V2H and H2V (h = 8). Scenario 3. 

h = 8 With home battery Without home battery 

 V2H H2V V2H H2V 

𝑸𝒃,𝒄𝒂𝒑 (kWh) 18.37 18.61 - - 

𝑷𝒃
𝒎𝒂𝒙 (kW) 1.81 1.81 - - 

Total energy cost (€) 20 454 20 628 21 566 24 611 

 

From Table 5 and Table 6, it is easy to conclude that the total energy cost for the EV mode 

“Vehicle to Home” (V2H) is always lower than in “Home to Vehicle” (H2V) mode. This is caused 

by the fact that the energy that the EV provides to the household in V2H mode represents 

some economical savings, since this energy does not need to be purchased from the grid.  

It is also observed what has been previously commented: for large time horizons, the total 

energy cost of the system with home battery is lower than that without home battery. 

 

4.5. Scenario 4. Variation of the EV daily consumption 

 

This section introduces a new scenario where the value of the EV energy consumed for driving 

in a day 𝐸𝑑𝑟 , expressed in percentage of the EV battery capacity, is varied.  The different 

values for 𝐸𝑑𝑟  allow simulating different types of daily travel of the electric vehicle, which 

mainly depend on the use of the vehicle (going to work, personal use, etc.). 

Figure 8 shows that the optimal home battery energy capacity remains constant for short time 

periods. As the EV consumption is higher, the home battery energy capacity starts to increase 

for lower values of time horizon. For instance, in the case of an EV consumption of 30% of the 

EV battery capacity, the optimal home battery capacity remains constant with a value of 11.9 

kWh for time horizons up to 6 years. 

Also, it can be concluded that a greater discharge of the electric vehicle during the day implies 

the need of a higher home battery capacity for almost all time horizons. This can be justified 

as following: a deeper discharge of the EV is translated into a lower capability of covering the 

home peak demand at the end of the day; so, a bigger home battery is needed to minimize 

the consumption from the grid at these periods. 

Home battery maximal power is almost no affected by the variations of the energy consumed 

for driving, regardless of the time horizon. Nevertheless, the case with the highest 

consumption of the electric vehicle, 70% of the EV battery capacity, is an exception and the 

maximum battery power increases as the time horizon is greater (for large time horizons). 

The total energy cost is always higher for greater values of the EV energy consumed for driving 

in a day. This is mainly caused by the cost associated to the aforementioned evolution of the 

home battery energy capacity. 
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Figure 8. Home battery parameters and Total energy cost. Scenario 4. 
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5.  Conclusions 

 

This section presents the main conclusions of this master’s thesis, the objective of which is to 

optimize the power flow of the different elements that make up the system under study, 

including a PV array, an EV and a home battery, so that the total energy cost is minimized. 

This mainly translates into minimizing the consumption from the grid at peak hours, when the 

electricity price is higher, while satisfying household energy demand and the electric vehicle 

energy requirements. 

After defining the mathematical formulation of the model, an algorithm based on Convex 

Programming is developed to solve the optimization problem. The algorithm also determines 

the optimal values for the home battery energy capacity and maximum power. 

The results from the first simulation, corresponding to the simplest case study, show the 

correct operation of the code, as the power consumption from the grid reduces to the minimum 

at the end of the day, when the high electricity prices increase the total energy cost. The home 

load profile is then satisfied by the electric vehicle battery and the home battery. 

In the following scenarios, some variable data is introduced in order to see how the results are 

affected. Furthermore, different time horizons (in years) are considered for the optimization 

problem.  

In the first scenario, different sizes of the photovoltaic array are evaluated. It can be concluded 

that for short time horizons, the optimal value for the battery energy capacity is no affected by 

the size of the PV array. The maximum power, though, is higher for greater values of the PV 

array size, resulting in a higher total energy cost. For larger time horizons, the total electricity 

cost increases significantly, and this results in an increase of the battery energy capacity, as 

the algorithm determines that storing energy from the PV array is more economically feasible 

than purchasing it from the grid. For that reason, lower values of the PV array size imply a 

higher total energy cost, as more energy needs to be obtained from the grid. Since this type 

of projects are usually settles in large time horizons, the most economically advisable option 

is to install a considerable amount of PV modules. 

In the second scenario, different battery energy costs are evaluated. In a similar way than in 

the previous section, the battery energy capacity increases with the time horizon. The 

algorithm determines that greater values of the battery energy capacity represent a lower 

consumption from the grid. As the battery energy cost increases, so does the time horizon 

value from which installing more battery capacity is more economically feasible. So, it can be 

concluded that only when the grid costs are really high, it is advisable to install a home battery, 

even if it is slightly expensive. 

When comparing the case study with home battery and the case without home battery, a 

remarkable appreciation is made. For short time horizons, the total energy cost is higher for 

the case with home battery. However, the opposite behaviour is observed for large time 

horizons, where the total cost of purchasing electricity from the grid is reduced due to the use 

of battery with higher energy capacity. 

Some interesting results are obtained when comparing different EV modes. For all the 

previous sections, the considered EV mode is Vehicle to Home (V2H), where power flow is 

bidirectional. The last part of this thesis introduces the mode Home to Vehicle (H2V), where 

the electric vehicle cannot inject power to the house. It has been proved that the cost in mode 

V2H is less than in H2V for all time horizons. This conclusion might allow the popularization 
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of this type of technology, not only in the domestic sector, but also in a larger scale, where 

both consumers and grid suppliers could benefit. 

The bulk of this work is the MATLAB code, which can be found completely in the Annexes. 

One of the most important added values of this thesis is the analysis of different scenarios 

where different parameters and variables have been assigned different values and its 

influence on the final results has been evaluated. These variables are the size of the PV array, 

the home battery energy cost and the EV energy consumed for driving. Some parameters that 

have been personalized are the plugging-in and plugging-out times of the EV, which depend 

on the day type (weekday, weekend, holiday), and the household demand, which is 

considerably reduced for a predefined holiday period. These variations allow the study to be 

more adjusted to reality, exploring a wide range of possibilities and, therefore, obtaining more 

reliable conclusions. 

Further research on this topic could include an economic analysis of the feasibility of changing 

from a conventional home (all electricity coming from the grid) to a home like the one described 

in this thesis. An evaluation of the Technological Learning Effects of the components would 

provide a future perspective of the evolution the costs and the feasibility. It would also be 

interesting to consider the possibility of injecting power to the grid. Furthermore, an 

environmental analysis would allow the calculation of the saved CO2 emissions when reducing 

the electricity obtained from the grid 
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Annexes 

The following section presents the code developed in MATLAB, which is the main part of this 

thesis. Different versions of the code are found, each of which introduces a case study. 

 

❖ Simplest version 
 

%THIS FILE TAKES ~30 SECONDS TO EXECUTE 
%This script corresponds to the simplest version of the code 
%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  
%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  
%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*15; %kW Assuming an arbitrary value of 15 m2 for the 

total area and 16.45 % for the module efficiency 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
end     
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c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=100; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=0.5*q_ev; %kWh Daily energy consumption for driving 

  
%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             
            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 

  
%% 
%Convex Programming 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
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variables e_ev(length(t)) e_b(length(t)) p_b(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) q_b 

p_b_max 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 

  
p_grid=p_dem+p_b+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid>=0;  
p_grid<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max);  
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b>=q_b*soc_b_min;  
e_b<=q_b*soc_b_max; 
p_b>=(-p_b_max);  
p_b<=p_b_max; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b(1)==0.5*q_b; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 
e_b(k+1)<=e_b(k)+(p_b(k)-eff*abs(p_b(k))); 

  
minimize sum(c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max 
cvx_end 
%% Results 
disp(['Total energy cost = 

',num2str(sum(c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max),' €']) 
disp(['Electricity cost = ',num2str(sum(c_e.*p_grid)),' €']) 
disp(['BEES energy cost = ',num2str(c_b*q_b),' €']) 
disp(['BEES power cost = ',num2str(c_c*p_b_max),' €']) 
disp(['BEES capacity = ',num2str(q_b),' kWh']) 
disp(['BEES maximum power = ',num2str(p_b_max),' kW']) 
%% Graphs 
d=time(t_in:t_fin); 

  
figure 
subplot(4,1,1) 
plot(d,p_dem,'LineWidth',1.5) 
ylabel('Demand (kW)') 
subplot(4,1,2) 
plot(d,c_e*100,'LineWidth',1.5) 
ylabel('c_e (cents)') 
subplot(4,1,3) 
plot(d,p_pv,'LineWidth',1.5) 
ylabel('PV(kW)') 
subplot(4,1,4) 
plot(d,s,'LineWidth',1.5) 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel('s') 

  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(d,p_dem) 
plot(d,p_grid) 
plot(d,p_pv) 
plot(d, p_ev) 
plot(d,p_b) 
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legend('Demand','Grid','PV','EV','Battery','Location','south','Orientation'

,'horizontal') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('Power (kW)') 
title ('Power profile') 
hold off 
soc_ev=e_ev/q_ev*100; 
soc_b=e_b/q_b*100; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(d,soc_ev) 
plot(d,soc_b) 
legend('EV','Battery') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('SOC (%)') 
title ('State of charge') 
hold off 

  
%Zoom in 
t_in_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,1,0,0,0)); 
t_fin_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,3,0,0,0)); 
z=time(t_in_z:t_fin_z); 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(z,p_dem(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_grid(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_pv(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z, p_ev(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_b(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
legend('Demand','Grid','PV','EV','Battery','Location','south','Orientation'

,'horizontal') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('Power (kW)') 
title ('Power profile') 
hold off 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(z,soc_ev(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,soc_b(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
legend('EV','Battery') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('SOC (%)') 
title ('State of charge') 
hold off 

 

 

❖ Considering time horizons 

%THIS FILE TAKES ~5 MINUTES TO EXECUTE! Time can be reduced by introducing 

a lower value for the time horizon (h) 
%This script implements a variation of the time horizon for the 

optimization 
%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  

%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
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t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 

  
h=10; %Horizon (years) 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  
%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*15; %kW Assuming an arbitrary value of 15 m2 for the 

total area and 16.45 % for the module efficiency 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
end  
c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=100; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=0.5*q_ev; %kWh Energy consumption for driving 

  
%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
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s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             
            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 

  
%Convex Programming (with battery) 
q_b_total=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
p_b_max_total=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
el_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
e_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
b_e_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
b_p_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 

  
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev(length(t)) e_b(length(t)) p_b(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) q_b 

p_b_max 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 

  
p_grid=p_dem+p_b+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid>=0;  
p_grid<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b>=q_b*soc_b_min;  
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e_b<=q_b*soc_b_max; 
p_b>=(-p_b_max);  
p_b<=p_b_max; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b(1)==0.5*q_b; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 
e_b(k+1)<=e_b(k)+(p_b(k)-eff*abs(p_b(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
q_b_total(i)=q_b; 
p_b_max_total(i)=p_b_max; 
e_cost(i)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max; 
el_cost(i)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid); 
b_e_cost(i)=c_b*q_b; 
b_p_cost(i)=c_c*p_b_max; 
end 

  
%Convex Programming (without battery) 
e_cost_no=zeros(h,1); 

  
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev_no(length(t)) p_ev_no(length(t)) 
expression p_grid_no(length(t)) 

  
p_grid_no=p_dem+p_ev_no.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
e_ev_no(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev_no(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev_no>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev_no<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev_no>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev_no<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev_no(find(s==0))==0; 
e_ev_no(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev_no(k+1)<=e_ev_no(k)+(p_ev_no(k)-eff*abs(p_ev_no(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*subplus(p_grid_no)) 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
e_cost_no(i)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid); 
end 

  
%% Results 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_total) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_total) 
disp('Total energy cost without battery (€) = '); disp(e_cost_no) 
%% Graphs 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(1:h,q_b_total) 
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ylabel ('Qb (kWh)') 
title ('BEES capacity') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(1:h,p_b_max_total) 
ylabel ('Pbmax (kW)') 
title ('BEES maximum power') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
hold on 
plot(1:h,e_cost) 
plot(1:h,e_cost_no) 
xlabel('Time horizon (years)'); ylabel ('Cost (€)') 
title ('Total energy cost') 
legend('c_b = 100 €/kWh','No battery') 
hold off 

  
d=time(t_in:t_fin); 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(d,p_dem) 
plot(d,p_grid) 
plot(d,p_pv) 
plot(d, p_ev) 
plot(d,p_b) 
legend('Demand','Grid','PV','EV','Battery','Location','south','Orientation'

,'horizontal') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('Power (kW)') 
title ('Power profile') 
hold off 
soc_ev=e_ev/q_ev*100; 
soc_b=e_b/q_b*100; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(d,soc_ev) 
plot(d,soc_b) 
legend('EV','Battery') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('SOC (%)') 
title ('State of charge') 
hold off 

  
%Zoom in 
t_in_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,1,0,0,0)); 
t_fin_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,3,0,0,0)); 
z=time(t_in_z:t_fin_z); 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(z,p_dem(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_grid(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_pv(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z, p_ev(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_b(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
legend('Demand','Grid','PV','EV','Battery','Location','south','Orientation'

,'horizontal') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('Power (kW)') 
title ('Power profile') 
hold off 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(z,soc_ev(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,soc_b(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
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legend('EV','Battery') 
xlabel('Time'); ylabel ('SOC (%)') 
title ('State of charge') 
hold off 

 

 

❖ Size of the PV array 

% THIS FILE TAKES ~10 MINUTES TO EXECUTE! Time can be reduced by 

introducing a lower value for the time horizon (h) 
%This script implements a variation of the PV array size 
%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  
%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 

  
h=10; %Horizon (years) 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  
%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*[5 15 25]; %kW 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
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end  
c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=100; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=0.4*q_ev; %kWh Energy consumption for driving 

  

%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             
            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 

  
%Convex Programming 
q_b_total=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
p_b_max_total=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
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el_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
e_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
b_e_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
b_p_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 

  
for j=1:size(p_pv,2) 
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev(length(t)) e_b(length(t)) p_b(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) q_b 

p_b_max 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 

  
p_grid=p_dem+p_b+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv(:,j); 
p_grid>=0;  
p_grid<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b>=q_b*soc_b_min;  
e_b<=q_b*soc_b_max; 
p_b>=(-p_b_max);  
p_b<=p_b_max; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b(1)==0.5*q_b; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 
e_b(k+1)<=e_b(k)+(p_b(k)-eff*abs(p_b(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
q_b_total(i,j)=q_b; 
p_b_max_total(i,j)=p_b_max; 
e_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max; 
el_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid); 
b_e_cost(i,j)=c_b*q_b; 
b_p_cost(i,j)=c_c*p_b_max; 
end 
end 
%% Results 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_total) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_total) 

  
%% Graphs 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(1:h,q_b_total) 
ylabel ('Qb (kWh)') 
title ('BEES capacity') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(1:h,p_b_max_total) 
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ylabel ('Pbmax (kW)') 
title ('BEES maximum power') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(1:h,e_cost) 
xlabel('Time horizon (years)'); ylabel ('Cost (€)') 
title ('Total energy cost') 
legend('PV size = 5 m2', 'PV size = 15 m2', 'PV size = 25 m2') 

 

 

❖ BESS energy price 

%THIS FILE TAKES ~10 MINUTES TO EXECUTE! Time can be reduced by introducing 

a lower value for the time horizon (h) 
%This script implements a variation of the BESS energy price 
%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  
%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 

  
h=10; %Horizon (years) 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  
%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*15; %kW Assuming an arbitrary value of 15 m2 for the 

total area and 16.45 % for the module efficiency 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
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    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
end  
c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=[60 100 150 200]; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=0.5*q_ev; %kWh Energy consumption for driving 

  
%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             
            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 
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%Convex Programming (with battery) 
q_b_total=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
p_b_max_total=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
el_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
e_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
b_e_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 
b_p_cost=zeros(1,size(c_b,2)); 

  
for j=1:length(c_b) 
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev(length(t)) e_b(length(t)) p_b(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) q_b 

p_b_max 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 

  
p_grid=p_dem+p_b+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid>=0;  
p_grid<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b>=q_b*soc_b_min;  
e_b<=q_b*soc_b_max; 
p_b>=(-p_b_max);  
p_b<=p_b_max; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b(1)==0.5*q_b; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 
e_b(k+1)<=e_b(k)+(p_b(k)-eff*abs(p_b(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b(j)*q_b+c_c*p_b_max 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
q_b_total(i,j)=q_b; 
p_b_max_total(i,j)=p_b_max; 
e_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b(j)*q_b+c_c*p_b_max; 
el_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid); 
b_e_cost(i,j)=c_b(j)*q_b; 
b_p_cost(i,j)=c_c*p_b_max; 

  

end 
end 

  
%Convex Programming (without battery) 
e_cost_no=zeros(h,1); 

  
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 

  
p_grid=p_dem+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
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e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*subplus(p_grid)) 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
e_cost_no(i)=sum(i*c_e.*subplus(p_grid)); 
end 
%% Results 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_total) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_total) 
disp('Total energy cost without battery (€) = '); disp(e_cost_no) 
%% Graphs 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:h,q_b_total) 
ylabel ('Qb (kWh)') 
title ('BEES capacity') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(1:h,e_cost) 
plot(1:h,e_cost_no) 
xlabel('Time horizon (years)'); ylabel ('Cost (€)') 
title ('Total energy cost') 
legend('C_b = 60 €/kWh', 'C_b = 100 €/kWh', 'C_b = 150 €/kWh', 'C_b = 200 

€/kWh','No battery') 

 

 

❖ EV mode (V2H and H2V) 

%THIS FILE TAKES ~30 SECONDS TO EXECUTE 
%This script implements a variation of the EV control mode (V2H or H2V) 
%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  
%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 
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h=6; %Horizon (years) 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  
%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*15; %kW Assuming an arbitrary value of 15 m2 for the 

total area and 16.45 % for the module efficiency 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
end  
c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=100; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=0.5*q_ev; %kWh Daily energy consumption for driving 

  
%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
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    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             

            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 

  
%Convex Programming (V2H with battery) 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev_v2h(length(t)) e_b_v2h(length(t)) p_b_v2h(length(t)) 

p_ev_v2h(length(t)) q_b_v2h p_b_max_v2h 
expression p_grid_v2h(length(t)) 

  

p_grid_v2h=p_dem+p_b_v2h+p_ev_v2h.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid_v2h>=0;  
p_grid_v2h<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev_v2h(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev_v2h(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev_v2h>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev_v2h<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev_v2h>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev_v2h<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev_v2h(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b_v2h>=q_b_v2h*soc_b_min;  
e_b_v2h<=q_b_v2h*soc_b_max; 
p_b_v2h>=(-p_b_max_v2h);  
p_b_v2h<=p_b_max_v2h; 
e_ev_v2h(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b_v2h(1)==0.5*q_b_v2h; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev_v2h(k+1)<=e_ev_v2h(k)+(p_ev_v2h(k)-eff*abs(p_ev_v2h(k))); 
e_b_v2h(k+1)<=e_b_v2h(k)+(p_b_v2h(k)-eff*abs(p_b_v2h(k))); 

  
minimize sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_v2h)+c_b*q_b_v2h+c_c*p_b_max_v2h 
cvx_end 
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e_cost_v2h=sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_v2h)+c_b*q_b_v2h+c_c*p_b_max_v2h; 
el_cost_v2h=sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_v2h); 
b_e_cost_v2h=c_b*q_b_v2h; 
b_p_cost_v2h=c_c*p_b_max_v2h; 

  
%Convex Programming (H2V with battery) 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev_h2v(length(t)) e_b_h2v(length(t)) p_b_h2v(length(t)) 

p_ev_h2v(length(t)) q_b_h2v p_b_max_h2v 
expression p_grid_h2v(length(t)) 

  
p_grid_h2v=p_dem+p_b_h2v+p_ev_h2v.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid_h2v>=0;  
p_grid_h2v<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev_h2v(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev_h2v(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev_h2v>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev_h2v<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev_h2v>=0; 
p_ev_h2v<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev_h2v(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b_h2v>=q_b_h2v*soc_b_min;  
e_b_h2v<=q_b_h2v*soc_b_max; 
p_b_h2v>=(-p_b_max_h2v);  
p_b_h2v<=p_b_max_h2v; 
e_ev_h2v(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b_h2v(1)==0.5*q_b_h2v; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev_h2v(k+1)<=e_ev_h2v(k)+(p_ev_h2v(k)-eff*abs(p_ev_h2v(k))); 
e_b_h2v(k+1)<=e_b_h2v(k)+(p_b_h2v(k)-eff*abs(p_b_h2v(k))); 

  
minimize sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_h2v)+c_b*q_b_h2v+c_c*p_b_max_h2v 
cvx_end 

  
e_cost_h2v=sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_h2v)+c_b*q_b_h2v+c_c*p_b_max_h2v; 
el_cost_h2v=sum(h*c_e.*p_grid_h2v); 
b_e_cost_h2v=c_b*q_b_h2v; 
b_p_cost_h2v=c_c*p_b_max_h2v; 

  
%Convex Programming (V2H without battery) 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev_v2h_no(length(t)) p_ev_v2h_no(length(t)) 
expression p_grid_v2h_no(length(t)) 

  
p_grid_v2h_no=p_dem+p_ev_v2h_no.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
e_ev_v2h_no(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev_v2h_no(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev_v2h_no>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev_v2h_no<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev_v2h_no>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev_v2h_no<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev_v2h_no(find(s==0))==0; 
e_ev_v2h_no(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev_v2h_no(k+1)<=e_ev_v2h_no(k)+(p_ev_v2h_no(k)-eff*abs(p_ev_v2h_no(k))); 

  

minimize sum(h*c_e.*subplus(p_grid_v2h_no)) 
cvx_end 
e_cost_v2h_no=sum(h*c_e.*subplus(p_grid_v2h_no)); 
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%Convex Programming (H2V without battery) 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev_h2v_no(length(t)) p_ev_h2v_no(length(t)) 
expression p_grid_h2v_no(length(t)) 

  
p_grid_h2v_no=p_dem+p_ev_h2v_no.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
e_ev_h2v_no(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev_h2v_no(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr; 
e_ev_h2v_no>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev_h2v_no<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev_h2v_no>=0; 
p_ev_h2v_no<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev_h2v_no(find(s==0))==0; 
e_ev_h2v_no(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev_h2v_no(k+1)<=e_ev_h2v_no(k)+(p_ev_h2v_no(k)-eff*abs(p_ev_h2v_no(k))); 

  
minimize sum(h*c_e.*subplus(p_grid_h2v_no)) 
cvx_end 
e_cost_h2v_no=sum(h*c_e.*subplus(p_grid_h2v_no)); 

  
%% Results 
disp('Results V2H with home battery:') 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost_v2h) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost_v2h) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost_v2h) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost_v2h) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_v2h) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_v2h) 

  
disp('Results H2V with home battery:') 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost_h2v) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost_h2v) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost_h2v) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost_h2v) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_h2v) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_h2v) 

  
disp('Results V2H without home battery:') 
disp('Total energy cost(€) = '); disp(e_cost_v2h_no) 

  
disp('Results H2V without home battery:') 
disp('Total energy cost(€) = '); disp(e_cost_h2v_no) 
%% Graphs 
d=time(t_in:t_fin); 
figure 
subplot(4,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(d,p_dem) 
plot(d,p_pv) 
legend('Pdem','Ppv') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
hold off 
subplot(4,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(d, p_ev_v2h) 
plot(d,p_ev_h2v) 
hold off 
legend('Pev-V2H','Pev-H2V') 
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ylabel('Power (kW)') 
subplot(4,1,3) 
hold on 
plot(d,p_b_v2h) 
plot(d,p_b_h2v) 
hold off 
legend('Pb-V2H','Pb-H2V') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
subplot(4,1,4) 
hold on 
plot(d,p_grid_v2h) 
plot(d,p_grid_h2v) 
hold off 
legend('Pgrid-V2H','Pgrid-H2V') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 

  
%Zoom in 
t_in_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,1,0,0,0)); 
t_fin_z=find(time==datetime(2019,7,3,0,0,0)); 
z=time(t_in_z:t_fin_z); 
figure 
subplot(4,1,1) 
hold on 
plot(z,p_dem(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_pv(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
legend('Pdem','Ppv') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
hold off 
subplot(4,1,2) 
hold on 
plot(z, p_ev_v2h(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_ev_h2v(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
hold off 
legend('Pev-V2H','Pev-H2V') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
subplot(4,1,3) 
hold on 
plot(z,p_b_v2h(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_b_h2v(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
hold off 
legend('Pb-V2H','Pb-H2V') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
subplot(4,1,4) 
hold on 
plot(z,p_grid_v2h(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
plot(z,p_grid_h2v(t_in_z:t_fin_z)) 
hold off 
legend('Pgrid-V2H','Pgrid-H2V') 
ylabel('Power (kW)') 
xlabel('Time');ylabel('Power (kW)') 

 

 

❖ Daily consumption of the EV 

% THIS FILE TAKES ~10 MINUTES TO EXECUTE! Time can be reduced by 

introducing a lower value for the time horizon (h) 
%This script implements a variation of energy consumed by the electric 

vehicle in a day 
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%% 
clear all; close all; clc; 
%% Data 
%Creation of time vector 
t1 = datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0); 
t2 = datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0); 
time = transpose(t1:hours(1):t2); 

  

%Simulation time definition 
t_in=find(time==datetime(2019,1,1,1,0,0)); %Initial date and time of the 

simulation 
t_fin=find(time==datetime(2019,12,31,24,0,0)); %Final date and time of the 

simulation 
n=t_fin-t_in; 

  
h=10; %Horizon (years) 

  
%Definition of workdays and weekends 
t_departure=[7 12]; %EV is plugged out at time t_d 
t_arrival=[18 14]; %EV is plugged in at time t_a 

  
%Definition of holidays 
day_hol_in=1; month_hol_in=8; hour_hol_in=10; 
day_hol_fin=31; month_hol_fin=8; hour_hol_fin=20; 
t_hol_in=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,hour_hol_in,0,0); 
t_hol_fin=datetime(2019,month_hol_fin,day_hol_fin,hour_hol_fin,0,0); 

  

%Input data 
radiation=xlsread('radiation','D5:D8764'); %kW/m2 
radiation=radiation(t_in:t_fin); 
p_pv=radiation*0.1645*15; %kW Assuming an arbitrary value of 15 m2 for the 

total area and 16.45 % for the module efficiency 
p_dem=xlsread('demand','B2:B8761'); %kW 
if (time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(t_in)>t_hol_fin&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin) 
    p_dem=p_dem(t_in:t_fin); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); 

repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-find(time==t_hol_in),1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; %This line implements the holiday 

period, where demand is minimum (i.e. 0.3 kW) 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=repmat(0.3,[(t_fin-t_in),1]); 
elseif time(t_in)<t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_in&time(t_fin)<=t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[p_dem(t_in:find(time==t_hol_in)); repmat(0.3,[t_fin-

find(time==t_hol_in),1])]; 
elseif time(t_in)>=t_hol_in&time(t_fin)>t_hol_fin 
    p_dem=[repmat(0.3,[find(time==t_hol_fin)-t_in,1]); 

p_dem(find(time==t_hol_fin)+1:t_fin)]; 
end  
c_e=repmat([repmat(17,[14,1]);repmat(37,[2,1]);repmat(48,[4,1]);repmat(37,[

4,1])],[365,1])/100; %€/kWh 
c_e=c_e(t_in:t_fin); 

  
%Main parameters 
soc_ev_max=0.9; 
soc_ev_min=0.2; 
soc_b_max=0.9; 
soc_b_min=0.2; 
eff=0.1; %lost efficiency (EV and battery) 
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p_grid_max=3; %kW (contracted power) 
c_b=100; %€/kWh 
c_c=1000; %€/kW 
p_ev_max=3.6; %kW 
q_ev=24; %kWh 
e_dr=[0.3 0.5 0.7]*q_ev; %kWh Energy consumption for driving 

  
%% Optimization 
%State of the EV 
t=time.Hour; 
t=t(t_in:t_fin); 
s=zeros(1,length(t)); 
ind=zeros(1,length(t)); 
for i=1:length(t) 
    if time(i)>t_hol_in&time(i)<t_hol_fin 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_in))=1; 
        ind(find(time==t_hol_fin))=2; 
        s(find(time==t_hol_in):find(time==t_hol_fin))=0; 
    elseif 

(time(i)>=datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)<t_hol_in) | 

(time(i)<datetime(2019,month_hol_in,day_hol_in,0,0,0)&time(i)>t_hol_fin) 
        s(i)=1; 
    else 
        if weekday(time(i))==7|weekday(time(i))==1 %if it is saturday or 

sunday 
            t_d=t_departure(2); 
            t_a=t_arrival(2); 
        else 
            t_d=t_departure(1); 
            t_a=t_arrival(1); 
        end 

             
            if t(i)>t_a|t(i)<t_d 
                s_bool=1; 
            else 
                s_bool=0; 
            end 
            s(i)=s_bool; 
            if t(i)==t_d 
                ind(i)=1; 
            elseif t(i)==t_a 
                ind(i)=2; 
            end 
    end 
end 

  
%Convex Programming 
q_b_total=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
p_b_max_total=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
el_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
e_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
b_e_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 
b_p_cost=zeros(1,size(p_pv,2)); 

  
for j=1:length(e_dr) 
for i=1:h 
cvx_begin sdp quiet 
variables e_ev(length(t)) e_b(length(t)) p_b(length(t)) p_ev(length(t)) q_b 

p_b_max 
expression p_grid(length(t)) 
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p_grid=p_dem+p_b+p_ev.*transpose(s)-p_pv; 
p_grid>=0;  
p_grid<=p_grid_max; 
e_ev(find(ind==1))==soc_ev_max*q_ev; 
e_ev(find(ind==2))==soc_ev_max*q_ev-e_dr(j); 
e_ev>=q_ev*soc_ev_min;  
e_ev<=q_ev*soc_ev_max; 
p_ev>=(-p_ev_max); 
p_ev<=p_ev_max; 
p_ev(find(s==0))==0; 
e_b>=q_b*soc_b_min;  
e_b<=q_b*soc_b_max; 
p_b>=(-p_b_max);  
p_b<=p_b_max; 
e_ev(1)==0.3*q_ev; 
e_b(1)==0.5*q_b; 
k=1:n; 
e_ev(k+1)<=e_ev(k)+(p_ev(k)-eff*abs(p_ev(k))); 
e_b(k+1)<=e_b(k)+(p_b(k)-eff*abs(p_b(k))); 

  
minimize sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max 
cvx_end 

  
%Comparison of the results 
q_b_total(i,j)=q_b; 
p_b_max_total(i,j)=p_b_max; 
e_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid)+c_b*q_b+c_c*p_b_max; 
el_cost(i,j)=sum(i*c_e.*p_grid); 
b_e_cost(i,j)=c_b*q_b; 
b_p_cost(i,j)=c_c*p_b_max; 
end 
end 
%% Results 
disp('Total energy cost (€) = '); disp(e_cost) 
disp('Electricity cost (€) = '); disp(el_cost) 
disp('BEES energy cost (€) = '); disp(b_e_cost) 
disp('BEES power cost (€) = '); disp(b_p_cost) 
disp('BEES capacity (kWh) = '); disp(q_b_total) 
disp('BEES maximum power (kW) = '); disp(p_b_max_total) 

  
%% Graphs 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(1:h,q_b_total) 
ylabel ('Qb (kWh)') 
title ('BEES capacity') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(1:h,p_b_max_total) 
ylabel ('Pbmax (kW)') 
title ('BEES maximum power') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(1:h,e_cost) 
xlabel('Time horizon (years)'); ylabel ('Cost (€)') 
title ('Total energy cost') 
legend('Edr = 0.3', 'Edr = 0.5', 'Edr = 0.7') 

 

 


